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“BUILDING MANAGEMENT WITH ARCGIS” – MASTER THESIS 
SUMMARY 

 

 University of Applied Sciences Stuttgart recognized a need for a new facility management 

approach as it is aspiring to become carbon-neutral campus, reduce its ecological footprint and achieve 

environmental performance (EMAS) certificate. The current facility management solution takes paper 

maps for marking down defects, and MS Excel database to keep track of them. Just like most institutions 

worldwide. After searching the market for existing IT solutions, a conclusion was made that none of 

existing tools allow to preserve spatial quality of maps. But building managers and staff need interactive 

maps to communicate information, analyze data and to see the “big picture”. That became a driving force 

behind an idea to unite GIS and facility management into one solution.  

The goal of this thesis was to develop a mobile GIS application that would be suitable for easy 

navigation between building floor maps and where building issues can be interactively placed on floor 

maps and edited. The goal was achieved and it is the first application for environmental indoor 

management, plus, it is created in a user friendly way so also non-GIS specialist can use it with ease and 

comfort.   

The new mobile GIS application is called the EMAS app. The solution is based on the ArcGIS and 

application is suitable for Android devices. The design of application was created to specifically fit multi-

floor building environment. Swiping between floor maps allows to easily compare building defects on 

different floors and notice defects that have a vertical nature.  

Besides functionalities of adding new issues, deleting and editing existing, a simple query of defect 

priorities was developed. With this query building manager or staff in the field can easily see which issues 

need attention first and which can wait. 

The solution was created not only to aid University of Applied Sciences Stuttgart campus buildings, 

but any other building too. Floor map preparation process was established to the details and new tools 

for fast production have been written. Also server (ArcGIS Online) based settings are established. 

Essentially this app can be used in any building after floor map creating is finished which takes only 30 min 

per floor.  

The solution has a number of benefits that make facility management much more efficient, eco-

friendly and less costly. One of the greatest benefit is crowd sourcing as students themselves can report 

about defects. Decision makers can now visually see and analyze the entire situation which will lead to 

better-informed decisions. Non-GIS specialists like building managers and staff can benefit from GIS 
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without needing special knowledge. Building and utility defects that are accounted for, can be fixed much 

faster. Even better renovation plans can be created based on this information. There are many advantages 

delivered by coupling mobile GIS to facility management and this solution has a potential of influencing 

industry in very positive way. 


